further applications of equivariant surgery theory, in the present paper we give improvements in the equivariant transversality construction. In subsequent papers, we will discuss (Step II) and applications.
Main results of the present paper are Theorems 1.3, 2.7, 2.12, and 4.4, although Theorem 2.12 is an easy generalization of Laitinen's result [LaMo, Theorem 1.3] . Theorem 0.1 below follows from these. In the papers referred above, some details were omitted, for those were regarded as well-known facts. But the current paper contains the details, because the author has been sometimes asked to give the details (e.g. Proofs of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7).
Throughout this paper let G be a finite group. If H is a subgroup of G then we write H ^ G. Let &(G) be the set of all subgroups of G. When we regard ^(G) as a G-set, the action is one defined by (g, H) i-» gHg' 1 (g e G and H e &(G) ). For a G-space X let Iso (G, X) E Sf(G) be the set of all isotropy subgroups at points in X. Let Jl(G) (g^(G)\{G}) denote the set of all proper subgroups K never including a subgroup H such that If <a G and that G/H is of prime power order (cf. (2.8)). We call G an Oliver group if there does not exist a series of subgroups Po H<a G such that P and G/H are of prime power order and H/P is a cyclic group. Let R (resp. C) be the real (resp. complex) number field with trivial G-action. C [G] denotes the group ring of G with coefficients in C. This is canonically regarded as a complex (left) G-module of dimension |G|. Let C [G] m be the m-fold direct sum of C[G]'s. If V is a real G-module and X is a G-space then let e x (V) stand for the product bundle X x V over X with fiber V. Adopting the notation, we have the next theorem.
Theorem 0.1. Let G be an Oliver group, and let Y be a compact, connected, oriented, Z l Proof. By Theorem 2.7, there exists a e Q(G) (the Burnside ring of G) such that # G (a) = 1 in the ring Z of integers and Resf (a) = 0 in Q(H) for all HeJt (G) . (The definition of % G ( ) is given in §1.) Let 1 0 be the unity in jQ(G). Applying Theorem 1.3 for y i = n i \ Q , we obtain o>' e a> G (7) such that Ar.zjfX) = ^s( n i^o)z l in ^SC^i) f°r a suitable natural number s, where j ( y, Zl )
.,n l are nonnegative integers then there exists a G-normal map (f, b) (cf. § 3) (where f: (X, dX) -»(Y, BY) is a G-map, and b: T(X)
: Z,--»Y is the canonical inclusion and (n £ 10) z . = p*(n f l fl ) for p,-: Z f ->pt (see § 1 for details of definition of (WflflJz,)-Let co = l y -a(l y -co') and The organization of this paper should be in order. §1 is devoted to basic facts of the Burnside ring and the equivariant cohomology theory. In §2, we analyze Jt (G] in order to find a localizer ae£2(G) of co G (Y) . In §3, the definition of G-normal map is given and basic facts of G-normal map are discussed. In §4, an equivariant transversality construction theorem is stated and proved. §5 is devoted to an equivariant transversality theorem. §6 is supplement to §3. § 1. Elements from the BurnsMe Ring and the Equivariant Cohomology Theory
Let G be a finite group. Let Q(G) be the Burnside ring of G (see, e.g. [tDl, §1.2] Let co|(7, Z) be the equivariant cohomology theory: If (7, Z) is a finite G-CW-pair (that is, Y is a finite G-CW-complex, and Z is a sub-G-complex of 7) then )']. Stabilization of the composition (7/Z) A F e -»(R" © F)° -* ((R" © F) Q defines the right operation of o>£(pf) on cug(y,Z), i.e. G)g(7, Z) x o;g(pt)-^ a>S(7, Z). Furthermore it is known that via this operation, o> G (pt) becomes a commutative ring with the unity 1 = (id v \ F°->F e ) F , and o)%(Y, Z) becomes an G4(pt)-module. In addition, there is a ring isomorphism Y\ Q(G) ^ c» G (pt) such that % H = deg H o *P for all H ^ G (see [tDl, Theorem 7.6.7] When Y is a compact smooth G-manifold, Y is regarded as a finite G-simplicial complex with respect to some equivariant smooth triangulation. §2. A Way to Find Localizers In applications of Theorem 1.3, it is required to find a nice a e Q(G) for localization. This section is devoted to a theory to find such a. Original suggestion of the theory appeared in [Mo4] . For a finite group G, a family Ji G (denoted by Jt(G] here) of subgroups of G was introduced in [Mo4, §6] . Theorem 6.3 of [Mo4] indicated the significance of Jt(G) in equivariant surgery theory. Subsequently, E. Laitinen defined another family J^(G) of subgroups of G in an explicit way and proved Ji(G) = £f(G)\y? (G) in [LaMo, §1] . This equality enabled us to handle J((G) much easier for a general group G. The current section is a reformulation of related ideas in [LaMo, §1] , and the proof of Theorem 2.12 is due to Laitinen's idea proving [LaMo, Theorem 1.3] .
Let S be a finite set of primes and k s =rip. 
Lemma 2.2. The following hold: (2.2.1) Jt s (G) is uniquely determined by G and S. (2.2.2) // S 2 S f then Ji s (G) E Ji s ,(G\ (2.2.3) J^S(G) is G-invariant (with respect to conjugations). (2.2.4) J( S (G) is lower closed, i.e. K e Jl s (G) and H^K=>He M S (G).
Proof. Proof. Let (p: y(G) -» Z be as in [O, Lemma 8] . Then cp is a resolving function in the sense of [O, p. 159] . By [O, Theorem 1] , there exists a finite Integral Theorem 2.7. For a finite set S of primes such that S 3 S G , there exists a e Q(G) satisfying (2.7.1) *G(<X) = 1, and (2.7.2) Resg (a) = 0 for all H e UJT S (G).
Proof. Let a = a(^s(G)) e fi(G) be as in Definition 2.1. Then ^G(a) = 1 + a/c G for some a E Z. Let 7 e D(G) be as in Lemma 2.4. Then a' = a -ay satisfies (2.7.1) and (2.7.2). Q.E.D.
We define Let each of p and q be a prime or 1. Then define 9* to be the family of all finite groups G admitting subgroups P and H such that (2.15) PoHoG, |P|=p s for some nonnegative integer s, \G/H\ = q* for some nonnegative integer t, and H/P is a cyclic group. Further set (2.16) s« = U s; p #f = \J <y* (for 5 and 5' finite sets of primes) .
peS.geS'
As convention, 9 S 0 = 9$ and 9% = 9?. For a finite group G, let {H^G\HE$j}.
Similarly we use 9 P (G\ 9 q (G\ and 9j'(G).
Proposition 2.17. For finite sets of primes S and S", G £ ^f ' if and on/j;
Proof. We prove the case S =/ 0 and S" 7^ 0. The other cases are left to the reader. // part: Suppose Ge^f. By definition, there exists a normal series P<a H<3 G satisfying (2.15) for some p e S and g e S'. Clearly it holds that HE 9£(G). Then by hypothesis, H e ^S,(G)\{G}. On the other hand, since G/H is a g-group, H e & {q} (G) g JSf s .(G). By Theorem 2.12, H ^ ^S-(G), which is a contradiction.
Onty i/ part: Let X G ^\(^(G)\{G}). Then Ke& s ,(G) by Theorem 2.12. By definition, K^G q for some q € S'. Since X e «J, H = G q e 9$. There exists P<3 H such that P is a p-group for some p e S and H/P is cyclic. Hence G e #«. Thus the assumption G £ ^f ' implies 9£(G) E ^S,(G)\{G}. Q.E.D. §3. Definition of (/-Framed Map
In the current paper, we assume that each (real) G-vector bundle over a finite G-CW-complex is equipped with a G-invariant Riemannian metric. Let X be a finite G-CW-complex, and i a G-vector bundle over X. In the following two theorems, let T, ^ and ?| be G-vector bundles over a finite G-CW-complex X. This will be used to construct G-normal maps in §4. The next theorem is not required in the current paper, but it is helpful for our understanding the notion of G-normal map.
The notion of ^f -framed G-map is introduced because it fits G-surgery on X of isotropy types (H) (H e Jf ).

Definition 3.4 (G-Normal Cobordism). A G-normal cobordism (F: W-+(Ix 7), B: T(W)
©
Deformation Theorem 3.5. Let b\i ©i\ -> ^®r\ be a G-vector bundle iso-morphism satisfying the q-quasinormal condition. Let A be a sub-G-complex of X. Suppose b\ A satisfies the r\\ A -normal condition. Then there exists a Gregular homotopy (relative to
Luek-Madsen's Theorem 3.6. Let b\% ®Y\ -»£©?? be a G-vector bundle isomorphism satisfying the rj-quasinormal condition. Then there exists a G-vector bundle isomorphism b:i® %(K m ) -> £ © e*(^m) (being stably G-regularly homotopic to b) for some natural number m.
Proofs of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are deferred until §6. §4. Equivariant Transversality Construction of G-Normal Maps
Original ideas of the equivariant transversality construction of G-normal maps were provided by T. Petrie . Some improvements were added by , [LaMo] , [LaMoPa] , , and [MoU] .
If X is a compact, oriented, smooth G-manifold then -X means a copy of X with the opposite orientation to X, and let + X = X (with the same orientation as X). If aeO(G) and ®(a) = (<p# Oz))H e # (G ) is a 2|#(G)|-tuple of nonnegative integers such that 
Define P0 (a}x ,x'-&(a)X -> X by p^( a ) X ,x(^ gH) = x for all xe ±X and gH e G/H.
In the current section, let Y be a compact, connected, oriented, smooth G-manifold possibly with boundary dY. If F = C © V as complex G-modules then define ± i v : V -* V to be the maps
t,v) ^>(±s 9 t,v).
This 
. , I). Further let #(%) = (tPflCyiWue <*(«,) 'be 2\m(K^\-tuples of nonnegative integers satisfying (4.1) for G and a replaced by K t and y t . Let RN (Z t ) be K r regular neighborhoods of Z { in Y such that G RN (Z f ) = G X K RN (Z t ) are G-regular neighborhoods of GZ t = G x Ki Z t in Y and that G RN (Z x ),..., G RN (Z,) are mutually disjoint. Then there Exists a G-normal map (/ b) (where f: (X, dX) -> (7, dY), b: T(X) © e x (V) -> f*T(Y) ® e x (V) 9 V = C[G]
m for some natural number m) satisfying the following The notion of "normal derivative" defined below is a key to this equivariant approximation and also to realizing the e x (F)-quasinormal condition (cf. Definitions 3.1 and 3.3). This is one of important ingredients found by T. Petrie of equivariant surgery theory. 
where G x is the isotropy subgroup at x, and (da) x is the differential of a at x.
The next lemma was used as a well-known fact in , [LaMo] 3 [LaMoPa] , , and [MoU] . 
Lemma 4.6. Let V be a complex G-module such that K=C[G] and y e Q(G). Let &(y) = (<pg(y)) be a 2\ < £(G)\-tuple of nonnegative integers satisfying (4.1) for a = y. Then there exists a base-pointed G-map h: V° -» V sat-
= /*(T(y)©v r ) = /*(r(y))©/*(v y ) = /*(T(y))0/*( 8r (F)) where = (resp. =, ^) should be read "isomorphic (via a canonical isomorphism) to" (resp. "isomorphic (via a metric-preserving isomorphism) to", "isomorphic to").
Let b: T(X) ® s x (V) ^ f*(T(Y)) ® s x (V)
be the composite of these isomorphisms. By (4.9) defining fe, the property (4.4.2) follows from (4.6.4).
Recall that the F-normal derivatives vd x (j8)'s (x e X) are the identities. By straightforward observation of the each isomorphism in (4.9), we can check that b satisfies the e x (F)-quasinormal condition. By Theorem 3.5, we can arrange b so that it satisfies the e x (F)-normal condition.
We leave the proof of the existence of H-normal cobordism ( H F 9 H B) to the reader, since the proof is quite similar to the above arguments and there are no additional difficulties. Q.E.D. § §" An Equivariant Transvarsality Theorem Let (X, X 0 ) (resp. (7, 7 0 )) be a compact G-CW-pair such that X i = X\X 0 (resp. Y 1 = Y\Y 0 ) is a smooth G-Riemannian manifold (i.e. G-manifold with Ginvariant Riemannian metric). For xe X l9 a map /: X -> Y such that /(x) e Yi is said to be smooth at x if / is smooth in a neighborhood of x. for all xe£, that k' t \ d+E = f\ d+E , and that k\ is Res G ^-transversal to L x {0} on Z. The homotopy /UUfe' f :/Uu£ ^/I^Ufc'i (t e [0, 1]) is uniquely extensible to a G-homotopy /V/UuGE ~/"i (/V^UGE->7 at each level t). Take a Ghomotopy f t : f ~ A (/ t : * -> 7) such that d(/ t (x), /(x)) < 5(5 and / t U UG£ = /" t . Then /, and /' = /i are desired ones. Q.E.D.
Proof o/ Lemma 4.1. Let 7'= 7U ay (-7) be the double of Y. Then G' = G x <cr|cr 2 = 1> acts on Y' in a canonical way. Namely cr\ Y : Y-* -Y and a _ y : -7-» 7 are the canonical maps. The G-module V can be regarded as a G'-module where a acts trivially. Let a': Y' x F° -> 7' x V be the G'-map canonically obtained from the G-map a: 7 x V -> 7 x F*. Note that if a' is transversal to 7' x {0} in 7' x F° then oc'| ey = a| 5y is transversal to 37 x {0} in 57 x K'. Thus apply Theorem 5.5 to the G'-map a' and obtain a G'-homotopy (relative to (A x 7") 11(7 x {oo})) a f ': a' -j8' such that f}'\ 7' x F' -> 7' x F 8 is (i' s TC'; zW K )-transversal to 7' x {0}, where i': e r XF (F) -> T(7' x F) and n': T(Y' x F)^e rxF (F) are the canonical maps, and id v : V -> V is the identity map on F. Then /? = P'\ Y xv : Y x F" -^ 7 x F" is a desired map. Q.E.D. § 6. Supplement
We begin this section with preparing notation. If T is a G-vector bundle over X and xe X then let t x be the fiber of T at x. If U and F be real G-modules then GL G ((7, F) is the space of all G-linear isomorphisms U -» F.
Proo/ o/ Theorem 3.5 => Theorem 3.6. By Theorem 3.5, we may suppose that b satisfies the ^/-normal condition. Since X is a finite G-CW-complex, there exists a real G-module F such that e x (F) E f/. For such F, the canonical stabilization of b satisfies the ej(F)-normal condition. Thus we may suppose v\ = s x (V), and in addition dim F G ^ dim X + 1. A G-vector bundle isomorphism b as in the conclusion of Theorem 3.6 is obtained by the argument in the proof of [LiiMa, Appendix Proposition 
